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INEQUALITIES FOR THE ERGODIC MAXIMAL FUNCTION
AND CONVERGENCEOF THE AVERAGES
IN WEIGHTED L '-SPACES1
F. J. MARTIN - REYES
Abstract.
This paper is concerned with the characterization of those positive
functions w such that HopFs averages associated to an invertible measure preserving
transformation T and a positive function g converge almost everywhere for every
/s Lp(wd¡i). We also study mean convergence when g satisfies a "doubling
condition" over orbits. In order to do this, we first characterize the pairs of positive
functions (u,w) such that the ergodic maximal operator associated to T and g is of
weak or strong type with respect to the measures wdu and udp..

1. Introduction. Let ( X, !F, ju) be a a-finite measure space, let T be an invertible
measure preserving transformation from X into itself and let g be a positive
function in Ll(du).
For each pair of nonnegative integers, r and k, we define the operators D*k,
acting on measurable functions, by

DrgJ(x)

I f(T'x)

I g(T'x)

and the maximal operator by

,/=

sup D*k\f\.
r,k»0

Hopfs ergodic theorem applied to T and its inverse transformation T'1 assures us
that the sequences of averages {D§ kf ) and {D%0f} converge almost everywhere on
X for each function / in Lx(du). Our aim is to study the a.e. convergence of the
sequences {D§kf} and {D$fif} with respect to the other measure wda, where w is
a positive and measurable function. A more explicit statement of the question is the
following: "Let us fix p, 1 < p < oo. Which are the positive and measurable
functions w such that for each / in Lp{dii) the sequences [D§kf]
and {Dj;0f}
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converge a.e. on XT' In this paper we characterize those functions by the following
conditions:

Ml

w ■1/p-l

sup

)(x) < oo

w 1(T'x)

a.e. for p > 1,

< oo

a.e. for p = 1.

- 00 < / < 00

To prove these results, we observe, by Theorem 4 in [13], that the a.e. convergence
of {Dgkf} and {Dj>ßf} is equivalent to Jtg/(x)
< oo a.e. On the other hand this
last problem is related (by Nikishin's theorem [5]) to weak type inequalities for the
maximal operator. For that reason we have studied weak and strong type inequalities for Jt
in §§2-4. Actually, the results about Jt' follow from the study of the
maximal operator associated to Trgkf = Drgk(fg) which is a bounded operator in
Lx(du) while Jt is not.

2. Weak type inequalities for the maximal operator. Let ( X, !F, a) and T be as in
the previous section. Let g be a measurable positive function, not necessarily in
Ll(du). For each pair of nonnegative integers, r and k, we consider the averages

(2.1)

E ifg)iT'x)

T¿kf(x) = Dr'Mg)(x)

I g(T'x)

and the maximal operator

(2.2)

MJ = Jt(fg)

= sup T*k\f\
r,k>0

where / is a measurable function.
In this section we characterize

the pairs of nonnegative

measurable

functions

(u, w) satisfying the following property: "Mg is of weak type (p, p) with respect to
the measures wdp. and udu." The necessary and sufficient condition on u and w is

similar to Muckenhoupt's condition Ap [8] for the Hardy-Littlewood maximal
operator. For that reason, we will establish Ap in our context before stating the
theorem (particular cases of our condition can be found in [1 and 2]).
(2.3) Definition.
Let 1 < p < oo and let q be the conjugate exponent of p (the
letter q will always have the same meaning in this paper). The pair (u,w) of
nonnegative, measurable real functions satisfies A'p(g,T,u) (or simply the pair
(u, w) belongs to the A'p(g, T, u) class) if there exists a constant C > 0 such that for
every nonnegative integer k and for a.e. x[a]

(2.4)

<c.
TsAg-^MlTfAvrWi*)] i>/'i

Observation. If rogjt(w"1g)i//'(x) = oo (because w(T'x) = 0 for some /, 0 < i < k)
we assume that (2.4) is satisfied if 70!*(ä_1")(jc) = 0, i.e., the pair (u, w) belongs to
the A'p(g,T,u) class if (2.4) is satisfied for a.e. x in X-{J°°=_X T'({x e X:
w(x) = 0}) and jtt(£) = 0, where E is the set
00

(x g X: w(x) = 0} -

fi

Ti({x = X:u(x)

= 0)).
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(2.5) Definition.
The pair (u, w) of nonnegative, measurable, real functions
satisfies A[(g,T,u)
(or simply the pair (u,w) belongs to the A\(g,T,u)
class) if
there exists a constant C > 0 such that for a.e. x[a]
(2.6)

Mg(g-1M)(x)<C(g-1w)(x).

Observations. We shall omit the letters T or a in the expression A'p(g, T,u) when
the transformation or the measure we are referring to is clear. We shall not write the
function g if g(x) = 1, x e X. If the functions u and w are equal we shall simply
say that the function w satisfies A'p(g, T, a).
We shall consider two sets "equal" if they agree up to a set of measure zero.
Throughout this paper, C will denote a positive constant not necessarily the same
one at each occurrence.
(2.7) Theorem. Let u and w be nonnegative measurable real functions. If 1 < p <
oo, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There exists C > 0 such that

(
J{xeX:

udua CX-rf \ffwdu
Mgf(x)>\)

JX

for every X > 0 and for each measurable function f.

(b) The pair (u,w) satisfies A'p(g,T, u).
Our main tools to prove this result will be the concept of (ergodic) rectangle and

Lemma (2.10).
(2.8) Definition.
Let k be a nonnegative integer. The measurable set B c X is
the base of an (ergodic) rectangle of length k + 1 if T'B n T'B = 0, i ¥=j, 0 < /',
j < k. In such a case the set R = \Jk=QT'B will be called an (ergodic) rectangle with
base B and length k + 1.
(2.9) Lemma. Let S be a measure preserving transformation from X into itself. For
every measurable set Y c X there exists a countable family [B¡: i e Z +} of measurable sets such that:

(a)y = ur_0B,.
(b)B¡nB,=

0ifi*j.

(c) S1Bi n B, = 0ifi > 1.
(d) S~XA = A for every subset A c B0.
(2.10) Lemma. Let Y be a measurable set of X and let k be a nonnegative integer.
Then, there exists a countable family {B¡: i G Z +} of sets of finite measure such that:

(i)Y = \J?=0B,

(ii)5,.n5,= mfi+j.
(iii) For every i, Bj is the base of an ergodic rectangle of length 1 + s(i) with
0 < s(i) < k and such that if s(i) < k, then T1+s(l)A = A for every measurable set
A c B¡. Consequently, for every measurable set A c B¡,
k
un
k

(2-H)

E Xt'a « C(i) £ Xt'a = c(')Xu','ii,rM < 2 E XtM,
y-0

7-0

y-0

where C(i) is the least integer not smaller than (k + 1)(1 + s(i))'1.
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Proof of Lemma (2.9). Let us assume that n(Y) < oo. Let Bx= 0 and let us
choose by induction sets B¡ with ; > 1. Suppose that Bl, B2,...,Bn(n^
been chosen. We then define

<&„+l
=\b^3F:BcY,

1) have

¡i(B) > 0, B n Q B,• = 0> B n S lB = 0 1.

If ^r + l = 0 we choose Z?n+ 1 = 0; otherwise we choose a set Bn+l e ^n + 1 such

thatsup{ju(5):
B g 0n + 1} < 2/x(5n+1). Finally, let B0 = Y - 11°!, £,, It is evident
that {Bj}°°_0 satisfies (a)-(c). In order to prove that B0 satisfies (d) we observe that
in the choice of the sets B¡ we have one of the following situations:
(0 ^m„ = 0 f°r some m0 > 2,
(ii) ^„, =jfc0 for every w > 2.
Assume we are in case (i). Let A be any measurable subset of BQ. It is clear that

(A - S~XA)n (U,1°flß,) = 0

and (^ - 5_1^) n S~\A - s~lA) = 0- Then

¡i(A — S~XA) = 0 by (i) and since S preserves the measure /¿ and n(A) < oo we get

that /I = S^A.
We now assume that 9m + 0 for every m > 2. The first thing we notice is that

lim¡i(Bj) = 0 since Y.f=l¡i(B¡) = ju(U°!,, 5,) = jti(Y) < oo. Let A be any measurable
subset of B0 and let D = A - S~XA.If fi(D) > 0, then there exists n0 > 2 such that
0 < 3fi(£„o) < ju(D) and then 3p(B„o) < sup{n(B): B g &nJ since Z) e <Sns¡.
That
contradicts the choice of Bn . Hence /¿(/J) = 0 and consequently S""1^) = A. This
finishes the proof when n(Y) < oo.
Now let y be a measurable subset of X. Since X is a-finite we have that

Y = U^=0 Y„, Y„nYm=

0 if n * m and fi(Y„) < oo. For each Yn we have, by

what we have already shown, Yn = U°l0ß"
properties

(b)-(d)

in Lemma

where {B"}¡

is a sequence with the

(2.9). Then we get the decomposition

if BQ = UJL05q

and the countable family {73,": / > 1, n e Z+} is obtained after renumbering the

collection {ß,}°l,.
Proof of Lemma (2.10). We shall begin by assuming that jtt(Y) is finite. If k = 0
there is nothing to prove. So, let k be a positive integer. For every h, 1 < h < k, let
{^,,a}/Lo be the sequence given by Lemma (2.9) for the set Y and the transforma-

tion T~h. Then Y = r\kh= l(Ü°°,0B,h) = UttEjB„ where J is the set of the mappings
from {1,...,A:} into Z+ and B, = r\kh=lBl{h)h. It is clear that the collection {Bt:
t g J} is a countable, disjoint family of sets of finite measure. On the other hand, if

{A:f(/i) = O}=0

we have that B, is the base of a rectangle of length k + 1. If {A:

/(/<) = 0} =jt 0, it is clear that B, is the base of a rectangle of length s(f ) + 1, where
s(t) + 1 = min{A: /(A) = 0} (observe that s(t) < k). In such a case we get that
TsU) + xA = A for any .4 c B, since ¿?, is a subset of B0s(i) + l. Once these properties
have been established we easily deduce (2.11).
Now let Y be any measurable subset of X. Since X is a-finite, we get that
Y = U"_0 Yn, YnC\Ym=

0 if n * m and /i(Y„) < oo. For every Yn we consider

the

decomposition Yn = U°l0 ^/* given by Lemma (2.10) in the case of finite measure. It
is evident that the family {B"\ / g Z+, « G Z+} satisfies the conditions required in
the lemma.
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Before beginning the proof of Theorem (2.7) we shall obtain two corollaries of
Lemma (2.10) that generalize Lemma (2.2) in [2].
(2.12) Corollary.
Let (X, ¿F, ¡x) be a a-finite nonatomic measure space and T an
ergodic, invertible measure preserving transformation from X onto itself. Let Y be a
subset of X. Then for every nonnegative integer k the set Y can be written as a countable
union of bases of (ergodic) rectangles of length k + 1.

Proof of Corollary

(2.12). Let X = U°10B, be the decomposition given by

Lemma (2.10) for X and k. To prove the corollary it will suffice to show that
s(i) — k for every B¡ of positive measure. If s(i) < k, the set A U TA U ■• • U Ts(,)A
is invariant for every subset A of B¡. Hence ¡x(A U TA U ■• • UTs(i)A) = 0 or
p(X — A U TA L) • • ■ U TS(,)A) = 0. However both conditions are impossible for a

subset A of 73, such that 0 < ¡i(A) < (s(i) + iylp(B¡).

Therefore s(i) = k if

H(Bi)>0.
(2.13) Corollary.
Let (X, &■,fi) be a a-finite measure space with jti(X) = oo and
let T be an ergodic, invertible measure preserving transformation from X onto itself.
Let Y be a measurable subset of X. Then for every nonnegative integer k the set Y can
be written as a countable union of bases of (ergodic) rectangles of length k + 1.

Proof

of Corollary

(2.13). In order to prove (2.13) we follow the proof of

(2.12) taking A = B¡. Then, since \i(Bt) > 0 we have ¡i( X - 73,,U ■■■U ri(,)73,) = 0.
But this implies that ¡i(X) < oo because jti(73,) < oo. Consequently,

s(i) = k if

/*(£,) > 0.
Proof of (a) => (b) of Theorem (2.7). Let 1 < p < oo and E = {x & X: w(x) =
°} - n°l_M T'({x G X: u(x) = 0}). Condition (a) with f = \e allows us to obtain
/

udji = 0

JT'E

for all integers j.

Thus

/

E
^

u(Px)dß = Q.

/ = - oo

Then ¡x(E) = 0 because E"0..^ u(Tjx) # 0 if x G E. Now let us fix a nonnegative
integer k. In order to get (b) we have only to prove that (2.4) is satisfied for a.e. x in

the set F = X - \J%_X P({x g X: w(x) = 0}). Let {5,-}°l0 be the sequence given
by Lemma (2.10) for the set F and the number k (in the proof we shall use the
notation in Lemma (2.10)). For B¡ fixed and each integer m we define

HUm= {x G 73,:2- < T^igw-Y^x)

< 2™+1}.

For any A c Him set R = Ufi]0 T'A. Then, if 0 < h < k and x g A we have

Mg((gw-r/pXR)(T>x)>2
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(observe that R = \Jk_0T'A). Then, (a) allows us to get
S(l)

(2.14)

f Y, u(T'x)dli= f udn^ C2'mpf gqw'q/pdii
JA /=0

JR

JR
s(i)

= C2-mp( E igiw-i^jiT'x)

du.

7= 0

Therefore, keeping in mind that A c H¡ m, we have

(

E u(T'x)dix^

C(i)(

/=()

Y,u(TJx)d¡x
JA /-0

Hi)

< C2~mPC(i)f E igqw-i/P)(T'x)d¡t.
JA 7 = 0
k

< 1CTm' f £ ( g *w-"/")( T'x ) du
Ja

. „
7= 0

1-PI

< 21+"C/^ I (g'^/^i^)

k

EQg(^)

^ x 7-0

/

¿hi.

\7=0

Since this inequality is valid for all measurable sets ,4 c H¡ m and F =
U°_0U^=_« ■//,-_„,
we conclude that (2.4) is satisfied for a.e. x in F with constant
21+PC independent of k. This finishes the proof of the implication (a) => (b) if
p>\.
Now let p = 1. Let A: be a nonnegative integer and {73,}°t0 the family given by
Lemma (2.10) for X and k. For 73, fixed and each integer m we define

H: „ —

g 73,: 2m <

E giT'x)

<2"

7=0

For any measurable subset A of //, m let R = \J'%TJA.

If x g ^ and 0 < h < k we

get, by Lemma (2.10)(iii),
k

MgixAg~l)iThx)

> C(i)

E g(TJx)
7= 0

Then, since /I c 77, „, we deduce that 7? is included in {x g X: Mg(xÀg~1)(x) >

2"'C(/)}. Therefore, by (a),
s(i)

(2.15)

f Y,uiT'x)dti^C2-m(C(i)Y1fg-xwdn.
J<4 7 = 0
J*

Applying (2.11) and keeping in mind that A C 77,„,,

( E u(T'x) dp.< C(i) Í E u(T'x)dii^C2-'"f g'lwdp
7= 0

7= 0
A.

2CÍ g1(^)H'(x)E
7-0

g{T'x)dii.
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Now, since A is any measurable subset of 77, „, and X = U°i0 U "—ootf/.«wehave
Tikig-1u)(x)^2Cg-\x)wix)

a.e.

In the same way we get the inequality with T£k instead of T£k. Therefore,
Mg(g'xu)(x) < 4Cg"1(x)w(x) a.e. x in X; thus, the pair (u, w) satisfies A[(g, T, p).
Proof of (b) => (a) of Theorem (2.7). The proof is a consequence of the result in
the integers case. More precisely:
(2.16) Lemma. If the pair (u,w) satisfies A'p(g,T,p), then there exists C > 0 such
that for a.e. x in X, for all X > 0 and for every mapping h: Z -> R,

E

(2.17)
{/eZ:

k(77x) < CX-> £

m *h(j)>\}

\h(j)\w(T'x),

j—oo

where

(2.18)
mg,h(j)

E \h(j + i)\g(T'+'x)

= sup

E

yez.

g(TJ+lx)

r.k>0

Proof of Lemma (2.16). In order to prove the lemma it will suffice to get
inequality (2.17) substituting m » by the following maximal operators:

(2.19)

m*,h(j)

= sup
k»0

(2.20)

m**h(j) = sup
£»0

zZ\h(j + i)\g(T'+ix) E g(T^x)
1= 0

E l*O-0 l*(ry-'*)E *(r>-'*)l'.
i-0

J

The proof of the inequality, being similar for both operators, will be written only for

the first.
It follows from A'p(g, T, p) that, for a.e. x in X, if w(T'x) = 0 for some integer i
then u(T'x) = 0 for all integers j. Consequently, inequality (2.17) holds for a.e. x in

D - öy.^T'dx

G X: w(x) = 0}). Now, let x be in G = X - D, let A be a

positive real number and let A be a mapping from Z into R. Put Ox= {/'eZ:
m*f,*h(j) > X) and, for each nonnegative integer k, Ox = {j g Ox: -k </ < k). It
is clear that there exists a finite family [Ir: r G^}
of intervals in Z (consecutive
integers sets) such that
(i) /, fl /, = 0 if r # s,

(Ü) O* c Ure/,

Jr,

(iii)Eye/r|Ä(y)|^(7'^)

> XEye/rg(^x).

Then,

(2.21) I
yeO¿

„(r'*) < E E «(r/x)
^/(

jet.

<x-"E E IM/)k(^x)
jet,

E g(^)
7S7,

E u(T'x).
j*

ir
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If p = 1 it follows from (2.21) and A[(g, T, p) that

E u(Tjx) a X~lCE
yeOjf

^A

E \h(j)\w(TJx)

a.e.xinG.

7G'r

Letting £ go to oo we obtain (2.17) for a.e. x in G, with p = 1 and m*> instead of

"VIf p > 1 we apply Holder's inequality in the last member of (2.21). Then,
A'p(g,T,p) gives us

E u(7Vx)<CA-'E E \hij)fwiT'x)
/eOÍ

'•e/i

7s7,

for a.e. x in G. Letting íc go to oo we obtain (2.17) for a.e. x in G, with p > 1 and

w*, instead of m ...
Once Lemma (2.16) has been shown we shall prove implication (b) => (a) of
Theorem (2.7) using transference methods.
Let / be a measurable function from X into R and consider the truncated
maximal operator

MgLf=

sup

77J/1,

r+k+liil.

where L is an integer bigger than or equal to 1. Let us fix X > 0 and denote by Ox L
the set {x g X: M Lf(x) > X}. Then, since T preserves the measure p we have
k

(2.22)

f

udp = i2k + l)"1 £

Í

u(T'x)dp.

If [-k - L, k + L] denotes the interval in the integers {ieZ:-í:-L<i<í:

+ L}

and fx(j) = f(T'x), then the right-hand side of (2.22) is not bigger than

f i1k+ iylY.u{T'x)dp,
Jx
where the sum is extended over the integers j such that mg*(fxX[-k-L,k+L))(J)
By Lemma (2.16), the integrand is smaller than or equal to

C(2* + 1)-1X-' E

> A-

\fxij)\P*(T'x).

j=-k-L

If we put these inequalities in (2.22) we have

(2.23)

Í

JoXJ.

udp^ CX~P(2k+ 2L + l)(2Jfc+ l)"1 ( \ffwdp.
Jx

Now, letting k and then L go to 00 we obtain condition (a) in Theorem (2.7).
(2.24) Corollary.
The maximal operator Mg is of weak type (1,1) and strong type
(p,p)
with respect to the measure gdp for every p, 1 < p < 00, with constants

independent of g.
The corollary follows from Theorem (2.7) by interpolation, since g satisfies
A\(g, T, p) with constant C= 1 and Mg is of type (00,00) (also with constant

C = 1) with respect to gdp.
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As we shall see later, the weak type (p,p) of the maximal operator is not
equivalent to the strong type (p, p). However, if g satisfies a "doubling condition,"
i.e., if there exists C' > 0 such that for all nonnegative integers k and for almost
everywhere x in X,
2k

(2.25)

k

E giT'x) < Cgi: g(rx),
i—k

1=0

then the conditions in Theorem (2.7) are equivalent to the uniform boundedness and
to the uniform weak type of the averages.
(2.26) Theorem. 7/g satisfies the "doubling condition" (2.25), then conditions (a)
and (b) in Theorem (2.7) are equivalent to the following conditions (c) and (d).
(c) There exists C > 0 such that for every X > 0 and for all measurable functions f

sup Í

udp^ CX-Pf \ffwdp.

k>0J(x€iX:\TlJ{x)\>\}

JX

(d) There exists C > 0 such that for all measurable functions f
/.p

\P
17"/f
kf\ udp < C 1f \\f\wdp.

Proof of Theorem (2.26). It will suffice to prove (c) =» (b) and (b) => (d) because
(d) =» (c) is obvious.
Assume (c) with p > 1. As in Theorem (2.7) it is clear that p(E) = 0 where
00

£ = {xg X: w(x) = 0} -

H

T'({x(=X:u{x)

= 0}).

/'--oo

Let us fix k and let 73,, Him, A and R be as in the proof of (a) => (b) in Theorem

(2.7) for p > 1. Then, if x g A and 0 < h < k

Tmw-1g)q/pxR){Thx) > E (g'w^)(rx)

E g(T'x)
-= -A'

1=0

Since g satisfies (2.25), the right-hand side of the inequality is bigger than or equal
to

(cg)-1ri,(w-1g)"/p(x).
Now, keeping in mind that x g A c 77, „,, we obtain

Tsk.k({^lgy/PXK)iThx)

> {Cgy12m,

0<h*ik,xeA.

Then, by (c),
Hi)

(2.27)

f £ u(T'x)dp= f udp

Ja4 7-0 „

-/fl

<C(Cg)'2-""/

Hn
i(g"W-'/p)(TJx)dp.
4 7= 0
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This last inequality is similar to (2.14) with the constant C(Cg)p instead of C. Then
condition (b) (p > 1) follows from (2.27) in the same way that (b) (p > 1) is

obtained from (2.14) in Theorem (2.7).
Now, assume (c) with p = 1. Let us fix k and let 73,, 77, „,, A and R be as in the

proof of (a) => (b) in Theorem (2.7) for p = 1. Then if x G A and 0 < h < k we
have

Tf.k{xAg-l)(Thx)

> C(i)

Ë g(T'x)
j—k

Since g satisfies (2.25), the right-hand side of the inequality is bigger than or equal
to C(i)(CgY.k=0g(T'x)yx.
Keeping in mind that A is included in Him we obtain
that R is a subset of (jc e I: Tlk(xAg~x)(x) > 2mC(/)(Cg)-1}. Then (c) (p = 1)
gives us
H')

f E u(T'x)dp^CCg(C(i))'l2-mf g~xwdp.

(2.28)

J A

■ n.

* A

7-0

This last inequality is similar to (2.15) with constant CCg instead of C. Then,
condition (b) (p = 1) follows from (2.28) in the same way that (b) (p = 1) is

obtained from (2.15) in Theorem (2.7).
We shall now prove that A'(g,T,p)
implies (d). We shall begin with the case
p = 1. Let /: X -* R be a measurable function and let k be a nonnegative integer.
It is clear that

í IAVM/K ,=_k
E Jx
/ {\f\g)(T'x) E g(TJx)

Jx

u(x) dp

J = -k

and since T preserves

the measure p

(2.29) /Jx \Tt.kf\udv*fJx (|/|g)(x) ,=_k
E

E giTJ +ix)
/ =-*

u(Tix)dp.

The right-hand side in the inequality is smaller than or equal to

(2.30)

C(g)f (\f\g)(x)Tlk(g-xu)ix)dp
Jx

since g satisfies (2.25), where C(g) is a constant depending only on g. Thus, with
this observation and (2.29) we have

(2.31)
Then condition

f \Tlkf\udp<Cig)fJx \f\gMg(g-xu)dp.

Jx

(d) (in the case p = 1) follows from (2.31) since the pair (u,w)

satisfies A\(g, T, p).
Now, let p > 1 and assume that the pair (u, w) satisfies A'p(g,T,p). Let / be a
measurable function and let k be a nonnegative integer. Then A'p(g, T, p) gives us

( \Tikf(udp= f \Tlkffudp,
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where F = X - \J°l
that

\Tlkff(x)
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T'({x g X: w(x) = 0}). By Holder's inequality it is clear

< Tlk{\f\Pg-xw)(x)[Tlkiw-1gY/p(x)\

p/q

(x G F).

Hence, keeping in mind that T preserves the measure,
P/q

(2.32) [ \Tlkffudp^ f |/f(x)w(x) E [rfc(w-W«*(r'*)]
E g(^+ix)

u(T'x)

dp.

7— k

Now, from (2.25) it follows that

(2-33) £ [TU^sY^iT-x)]

p/q E g(T' +'x)

u(T!x)

i--k

<ic(g))p[ Tlk.2ki»-lg)q/P(x)\P/qTfk,2Ág-lu)(x)
and since the pair (u, w) satisfies A'p(g, T, p), inequalities (2.32) and (2.33) give us

( \TlJ\Pudp*iCiC(g))p(

Jx

Jx

\ffwdp

which proves (d).
(2.34) Note. It is easy to see that, under the assumptions of Theorem (2.26),
conditions (c) and (d) are equivalent to (c') and (d'):
(c') There exists C > 0 such that for all X > 0 and for every measurable function /

sup /
r,k»0

udp < CX~pI l/l wdp.

J{x£X:\T*J(x)\>\}

JX

(d') There exists C > 0 such that for every measurable function /

sup ( \Trgkf\Pudp^ C f \ffwdp.

r,Ac>0 Jx

Jx

(2.35) Example. If g does not satisfy (2.25), then Theorem (2.26) does not hold. In
order to observe this, we consider X = Z, the set of the integers, J5" the a-algebra
whose elements are all the subsets of Z, p the counting measure, T(i) = i + 1,
w(i) = 1, u = w and g(i) = 2'. It is not difficult to prove that the averages are
uniformly bounded in Lp(wdp) for every p, 1 < p < oo. Nevertheless w does not
satisfy A'p(g, T, p) for any p. In consequence Mg is not of weak type (p, p) for any

P3. Strong type inequalities for the maximal operator. In this section we want to
study, under the same hypothesis as in the previous section: Which condition or
conditions must the functions u and w satisfy for the maximal operator M to be of
strong type (p,p) (1 <p < oo), i.e., when is it true that there exists a constant

C > 0 such that
/i

IMgf\pI udp< CJC |/1\Pwdp
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for every measurable function /? First of all, it is clear by Theorem (2.7) that a
necessary condition (for Mg to be of strong type (p,p)) is that the pair (u,w)
satisfies A'p(g, T, p). Then it is natural to ask if the A'p(g, T, p) condition is
sufficient. The answer is affirmative when u = w (Theorem (4.1)) but in the general
case is negative as the following example shows.
(3.1) Example. Let X, &', p and T be as in Example (2.35). We consider
g(i) = 1, u(i) = 1 + |/'| and w(i) = (1 + |/|)2. An easy computation proves that the
pair (u,w) satisfies A'2(g,T,p). Nevertheless, if /= X(0} (characteristic function of
the set {0}) we have that Mgf = u~x and
00

E

^

00

|Mg/(/)| „(0-

E U~\i) =00

/ = - 00

/ = - 00

while L°°=_O0\f(i)\2w(i) = 1 and hence Mg is not of strong type (2,2).
In order to find some necessary and sufficient condition on the functions u and w
for the operator to be of strong type (p, p) (1 < p < oo) with respect to the
measures wdp and udp we look at Sawyer's condition [11 and 12] which characterizes the strong type (p, p) of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. Before
stating and proving the main result of this section we must establish which is
condition S in our context.
(3.2) Definition.
Let r and k be nonnegative integers. For each measurable

function /: v^Rwe

define MfMf by
Mr.kf=

max >7 |/|.

0«A«r

0<J<k

J

(3.3) Definition.
Let 1 < p < 00. The pair (u, w) of nonnegative measurable real
functions satisfies S'(g, T, p) (or simply the pair (u, w) is in the S'(g, T, p) class) if

p (x g X: w(x) = 0} \

fl
1'=-

T'({x(= X: u(x) = 0})| = 0
00

/

and there exists C > 0 such that for all nonnegative

*-Ur--oo

(3-4)

integers k and for a.e. x in

T\{x e X: w(x) = 0})

h\Mzk_i(w-1gy/p(T-x)\Pu(Tix)<cÍ(g«w-o<'P)irx).
;=0

(=0

With these notations and definitions we have

(3.5) Theorem. If 1 < p < 00 the following are equivalent:
(a) There exists C > 0 such that for every measurable function,
/1

IMgfI\Pudp < C /f I/1\Pwdp.

(b) The pair (u, w) satisfies S'p(g, T,p).
Proof of Theorem (3.5). Suppose that proposition (a) is satisfied. As in Theorem
(2.7) we prove that p(E) = 0, where £ is the set
00

{x g X: w(x) = 0} -

fl

r({xey:u(x)

= 0}).
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Then, in order to prove (b) we have only to show that (3.4) is satisfied for almost all
x in F = X — Ujl.oo T'({x G X: w(x) = 0}). Let us fix a nonnegative integer k
and let {73,}°i0 be the sequence in Lemma (2.10) for the set F and for the number k
(in the proof we shall use the notation introduced in Lemma (2.10)). Let us fix a set
73,. Let A be a measurable subset of 73, and define R ={JSJ(Z>0T'A.Then, if

0 < h < k and x g A we have

(3.6)

*k-*(w-!j)**(r**)

< Mg((w-xgy/PxR)(T>x).

Then, (3.6) and the properties of the sets 73,give us

(3.7)

/

Î\Mlk_h(w-1gr/P(T"x)\PuiT^x)dp

JJ

A=0

<C(i)(

\Mg(w-xg)"/PxR\Pudp.

Now, (a) and (3.7) allow us to get
(3-8)

/

£

\M^h(W-1gy/p(T"x)(u(T"X)dß
kK

CC{i)f g"w-"/pdp^2C
g"w-"/Pdp^2CÍ r £ igqw-q/p)iThx)dp,
s CC(i)f
Jb

Ja ,

where the last inequality is a consequence of the properties of the sets 73,. Since A is
any measurable subset of 73,it follows from (3.8) that

E \M^k_h(w-xgy/p(Thx)\Pu(Thx)^2cÍ

(gV-^)(r*x)

/! = ()

6= 0

for almost all x in 73,. This finishes the proof of (a) => (b) if we keep in mind that
F = U°i0 73, and k is any nonnegative integer.
The other implication (b) =» (a) follows from the result in the case of the integers.
More precisely:

(3.9) Lemma. Let 1 < p < oo. If the pair (u,w) satisfies Sp(g,T,p),
then there
exists C > 0 such that for almost all x in X and for every function h: Z -» R
00

(3.10)

£

oo

\mg,h(j)\u(TJx)<C

/ = - 00

£

\h(j)\"w(T'x).

/ = - CO

The proof of this lemma follows the lines of Sawyer's theorem [11, 12] for the
Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. For that reason, we shall only point up some

steps of the proof.
As in Lemma (2.16), it suffices to get inequality (3.10) for the operator w*>
instead of wg>. First, observe that inequality (3.10) is obvious for almost all x in
U^L.oo T'E, where E = [x g X: w(x) = 0}. Consider now a nonnegative integer L
and the truncated maximal operator
"-i
k

myLh(J)m

sup
OnkaL

E \h(j
£

,=0

+ i)\g(T'+'x)

E g(T'+*x)
<=o
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Let x be in F = X - U°°=_ooT'E and let us fix a function h: Z -» R. Let us define
for every integer k the set Ot = (jeZ:
wg*,z.(*X[-¿, /.])(/) > 2*}, where [-L, L]

= (jeZ:
-L <7 < L}. It is clear that Ok is a finite set. Finally, denote by {Irk:
r g^}
the family of maximal intervals contained in Ok. These intervals have the
following properties:

(i)Ok = UreA A,c[-2L,2L].
(») Km n /,.* = 0 if r * s.
(iii)2/tE,e/rAg(T'x)
(iv) If
From
theorem.
constant

< LielJh(i)\g(rx).

7 < k, then for every interval Irk there exists 75 . such that Ir k c / ..
now on, the intervals /r>A play the role of the dyadic cubes in Sawyer's
Then, writing Sawyer's proof with these intervals we get that there exists a
C > 0 such that for almost all x in F
OO

00

E WVAhx{-L.iA)ij)\u{T'x)^C £ \hij)\"w(T'x).
/ = -oo

7--00

If we let L go to oo we have (3.10) with m** instead of mgX for almost all x in F,
and so the proof of the lemma is finished.
Once Lemma (3.9) is established we shall prove implication (b) => (a) of Theorem
(3.5). Let /: X -» R be a measurable function and consider the truncated maximal
operator Mgl (L > 1)

Mg,J=

sup

t7J/|.

Since T preserves the measure p, we have

(3.11)

/

\Mg,Lf\Pudp=i2k

+ iy1 £

X

j=-k

/

[\MgXf\Pu){T'x)dp.
*

Now, if [-k —L, k + L] = {j e Z: -k - L < j < k + L), then the right-handside
in (3.11) is smaller than or equal to
r

1

(3.12)

/(2ri

where /*(/)

= f(T'x).

X

°°

+ l)-1£

7 =-00

,p

\mg,{f'xi-k-L.k+L])U)\«(TJx)dfL,

Then, by Lemma (3.9), the integrand is dominated by
k+L

C

£

\f(T'x)\"w(T'x)

a.e.

7 = -A:-i.

If we put these inequalities in (3.11) and keep in mind that T preserves the measure
jti we get

(3.13)

( \M. Lf\Pudp < C(2fc + l)~\2k + 2L + \)(

Jx

Jx

\f\"wdp.

Then, if we let k and then L go to 00 we obtain proposition (a) in Theorem (3.5).
4. Relation between A' (g, T, p) and S'(g, T, p). By a straightforward observation
or by Theorems (2.7) and (3.5) it follows that if the pair (u, w) satisfies S'p(g, T, p),
then (u,w) satisfies A'p(g, T,p). The other implication is not true as Example (3.1)
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and Theorems (2.7) and (3.5) show. However, in the same way as in the HardyLittlewood maximal operator, both conditions are equivalent if u = w.

(4.1) Theorem.

Let (X, J5",p), T, g, and w be as in §§2 and 3. If 1 < p < oo,

then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There exists C > 0 such that for all X > 0 and for every measurable function f

(

J(x(EX:
'fiel:

wdp< CX-P
f \ffwdp.

M,f(x)>\\
M
f(x)>\}

JX

(b) There exists C > 0 such that for every measurable function f

f \Mgf\"wdp^cf\f\"wdp.
(c) w satisfies A'p(g, T, p).
(d) w satisfies Sp(g, T, p) (i.e. (w, w) belongs to the S'Jg, T, p) class).

Proof. Once Theorems (2.7) and (3.5) have been established we have only to
prove that (c) => (d). In order to prove this we shall follow the idea of [6]. Let k be a
nonnegative integer. Let us fix /', 0 < /' < A:, and let r and 5 be integers such that
0 < r < / and 0 < s < k — i. Then, since w satisfies A'p(g, T, p), we have

(4.2) T^w-W'V'x)

<C

E

X[0,kXU+ i)i"-lS")iTJ+'x)
i/p

£ w(P+ix)
j = -r

for almost all x in F = X - U^L.«, T'({x g X: w(x) = 0}), where [0, k] = {j g Z:
0 < j < k}. Therefore

(4.3)

M¡[k_l(w-ig)<"(T'x)

< C[m^((w*)-yxip.*i)(0]

for almost all x in F and where wx(/)

= iv(7"yx) and gx(j)

i/p

= g(T'x).

Then, raising

to p, multiplying by w(T'x) and summing in i, we get

E \M^k_,(w-igy/p{T-x)\w(rx)

(4.4)

€, C£

\mw>((wx)-lg*X[0,k])ii)\qw(T'x)

/-O

for almost all x in F. Now, by (2.24) applied to the operators mw*, there exists a
constant C > 0 such that for almost all x in F

(4.5) £ |mw*((H>*ryxto,ft])í;0
IW'*)
1=0

< C £ g*(T'x)W-^(r'x),
,=0
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Then (4.4) and (4.5) give us

E \M!k-i(w-1gy/p(Tix){W(T>x)^c£
/-O

{g<w-<")(T'x)
/-O

for almost all x in F. This proves (c) => (d).
We have just shown that if we consider a nonnegative function w, then the
operator Mg is of strong type (p, p) with respect to the measure wdp if and only if
Mg is of weak type (p, p) with respect to the same measure. Theorem (2.26) together
with the last result allow us to get something else.

(4.6) Theorem. Let (X, &', p), T, g, and w be as in §§2 and 3. If 1 < p < oo and
g satisfies (2.25), then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) There exists C > 0 such that for all X > 0 and for every measurable function f

sup /

wdp^CX'Pf

k>0J{xeX:\Tl¡kf(x)\>\)

\f\wdp.
JX

(b) There exists C > 0 such that for every measurable function f
/,

./>
ç l/l
. .pwdp.
\Mgf\wdp^CJ

(c) w satisfies A'p(g, T, p).
(4.7) Note. Example (2.35) shows that Theorem (4.6) is not true if g does not

satisfy (2.25).
5. Finiteness of the maximal operator and convergence of the averages. It is well
known that the almost everywhere convergence is closely related with the finiteness
of the associated maximal operator. Actually, both problems are equivalent in some
cases. In this section we will show that this equivalence holds in our setting.
(5.1) Theorem.
Let (X,!F,p)
be a a-finite measure space and T an invertible
measure preserving transformation from X onto itself. Finally let g be a positive
function in Ll(dp) and let w be a positive function. If 1 < p < oo, then the following
are equivalent:
(a) There exists a positive and measurable function u: X -* R such that the pair

(u, w) satisfies S'p(g, T, p).
(b) Mg(w-Xg)q/P{x)

< oo a.e.

(c) There exists a positive and measurable function u: X -> R such that the pair

(u, w) satisfies A'p(g, T, p).
(d) Mgf(x) < oo a.e. for every fin Lp(wdp).
(e) The sequences {Tfikf} and {T^0f} are almost everywhere convergent for every

finLP(wdp).
If p = 1 statements (c)-(e) are equivalent to
(f)sup_oo<,<0O(w-1g)(7"'x)

< oo a.e.

Proof of Theorem (5.1). Let 1 < p < oo. It is clear that (a) => (c) and (e) => (d).
Therefore, in order to prove the theorem it will suffice to show (c) => (b), (b) =» (d),
(d) => (c), (b) => (a), and (d) => (e). In some of the implications we shall follow the

idea of [10].
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(c) => (b). By (c) there exists a constant C > 0 such that for every pair r, k of
nonnegative integers and for almost all x in X

[%(*-,f)**(*)],/,<

Cll&irMW]-1

= CTr»k(u-xg)(x)

and so
(5.2)

Mg(w-Xgy/P(x)<

c[Mu(u-lg)(x)\q/P.

Now, by Corollary (2.24), Mu applies Lx(udp) into weak-Lx(udp) and since ulg is
in Lx(udp) we get that Mu(u~xg)(x) is finite for almost all x in X. Putting this in

(5.2) we have (b).
(b) =» (d). Let / be a function in Lp(wdp). By Holder's inequality it is clear that
MJ(x)

< [Mg{\f\Pwg-x)(x)}l/P[Mg(w-xgy/p(x)}

i/i

By (b), the second factor of the right-hand side in the inequality is finite almost
everywhere. On the other hand, the first factor is finite almost everywhere because

M applies Lx(gdp) into weak-L1(gdp) (Corollary (2.24)). Therefore, Mgf(x) < oo
a.e.
(d) => (c). Since Mg is the maximal operator associated to a family of positive
operators, Nikishin's theorem [5] tells us that there exists a positive and measurable
function u from X into R such that Mg applies Lp(wdp) into weak-Lp(iWiijti).
Then, by Theorem (2.7), the pair (uw, w) satisfies A'p(g, T, p).
(b) => (a). It is clear that (a) is satisfied with

«■(ji>-f)V

1/p

(d) => (e). Consider the conservative and the dissipative part, # and S, associated
to the transformation T. Remember (see [9] for example) that X = <€U S and since
g is in Lx(dp) we have
00

£

g(T'x)

= oo

for almost all x in <€,

/-o
00

0 < E g(T'x) < oo for almost all x in 3).
i= 0

Let us fix / in Lp(wdp). By Theorem 4 in [13], there exists limk^!XT$kf(x)
a.e. in
^ since Mgf(x) < oo. In the dissipative part we know that E°t0g(T'x)
< oo a.e.
and since Mgf(x) < oo a.e. in X we have Y,f=Q\f(T'x)\g(T'x)
< oo for almost all x

in Si. Therefore
■1

lim TIJix)

A.-oo

= £ /(rx)g(T'x)
,= 0

E g(T'x)
i-0

for almost all x in S. Therefore, there exists lim^^
T£kf(x) a.e. x in X. In the
same way the existence of lim¿ _^x T^0f(x) a.e. is proved and hence we have proved

(d) - (e).
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Now let p = 1. The equivalence (d) «=>(e) and the implication (d) => (c) are
proved as in the case p > 1. Hence we shall only prove (c) =* (f) and (f) => (d).
(c) => (f). Let /' be an integer. Since the pair (u, w) satisfies A[(g, T, p) we have

(w-1g)(7'x)

< C^^g-^Xx)]-1

= CTÏ,Uil(u-xg)(x).

Then, sup_00<,<00(w-1g)(T'x)
< CMu{ulg)(x).
Since u~lg is in Lx(udp) and Mg
applies Lx(udp) into v/eak-L^iudp) we have Mu(u~xg)(x) < oo a.e. Therefore
^P-oo<i<œiw~lg)(T'x)
< co a.e.

(f) => (d). Let / be in Ü(wdp). It is clear that
Mg/(x)<Mg(g-»(x)

sup

(w-1g)(T'x).

- OO < I < 00

The second factor of the right-hand side in the inequality is finite a.e. in X by (f).
The first factor is also finite a.e. since Mg applies Ll(gdp) into weak Lx(gdp).
Therefore Mgf(x) < oo a.e.
(5.3) Note. Observe that propositions (a) and (c) are equivalent to (a') and (c') by

Theorems (2.7) and (3.5):
(a') There exist a constant C > 0 and a positive measurable function u: X -> R
such that

/ \Mgf\"udp^cf \f\"wdp
for every measurable function /.
(c') There exist a constant C > 0 and a positive measurable function u: X -» R
such that

f

J{xeX:

Mgf(x)>\)

udp^ CX-P( \ffwdp
JX

for all X > 0 and for every measurable function /.
Now, we shall use the last theorem to study mean convergence of the averages.

(5.4) Theorem. Let (X, &' ,p), T, g, and w be as in Theorem (5.1). 7/g satisfies
(2.25) and 1 < p < oo, then the following are equivalent:

(a) w satisfies A'p(g, T, p).
(b)

The sequences

{T$kf}

and

{T^0f}

converge

in Lp(wdp)

for every f in

Lp(wdp).
If g satisfies (2.25) andw G Ll(dp),

Proof.

then (a) and (b) are equivalent also for p = 1.

It follows from (b) that the operators Tg k are uniformly bounded in

Lp(wdp). Then, by Theorem (2.26), w satisfies A'p(g, T, p).
Let 1 < p < oo and let us assume (a). By Theorem (4.1), Mg is of strong type

(p,p).

On the other hand, Theorem (5.1) tells us that T§kf and T^0f are a.e.

convergent for every / in Lp(wdp). Then (b) follows from Lebesgue's dominated
convergence theorem.
Let us assume (a) with p = l and w g Lx(dp). Since A[(g, T, p) implies
A'2(g, T, p) we get, by what we have already shown, that T£kf and Tjjfif converge in
L2(wdp) for every / in iZ(wdp). Since w g Lx(dp), the sequences of averages
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converge in Lx(wdp) for every / in L2(wdp). Now, (b) follows from this because
L2(wdp) is a dense subset of Ll(wdp) and the averages are uniformly bounded in

Lx{wdp) (Theorem (2.26)).
Theorems (5.1) and (5.4) can be used to solve the problem stated in the introduction about the convergence of Hopfs averages. The results follow from (5.1), (5.4)
and (4.6) if we remember that Dr8kf= Trgk(g~xf), Jtgf = Mg(g'xf) and keep in
mind that/G Lp(wdp) if and only if g"1/ G Lp(gpwdp).
(5.5) Theorem. Let (X, &', p), T, g, and w be as in Theorem (5.1). If 1 < p < oo,
the following are equivalent:
(a) There exists a positive and measurable function u: X -* R such that (u, gpw)

satisfies S'p(g,T,p).
(b) There exist a constant C > 0 and a positive and measurable function u: X -> R

such that

I \Jt s f\ udp^ CJyI l/l wdp

Jy

for every measurable function f.
(c) There exists a positive and measurable function u: X -> R such that (u, gpw)

satisfies A'p(g,T,p).
(d) There exist a constant C > 0 and a positive measurable function u: X -> R such

that

f

JlxeX:
{x^X:Jt¿(J?J(x)>\\

udp*i CX~pf\f(wdp
JX

for each X > 0 and for every measurable function f.
(e) Jtg(w-q/p){x)
< oo a.e.

(f) Jt gf(x) < oo a.e. for every fin Lp(wdp).
(g) The sequences {Dfikf} and {Z)f0/}
are a.e.
LP(wdp).
If p = 1, (c), (d), (f), and (g) are equivalent to
(b)s\xp_xl<i<xw-\T'x)<

convergent for every f in

co a.e.

(5.6) Theorem. Let (X, ^,p),
T, g, and w be as in Theorem (5.1). 7/g satisfies
(2.25) and 1 < p < oo, the following are equivalent:
(a) gpw satisfies A'(g, T, p).
(b) There exists a constant C > 0 such that

f \Jtgf\"gpwdp^cf \f\Pwdp
for every measurable function f.
(c) There exists a constant C > 0 such that

sup /
k>0 J{x^X:

gpwdp < CX~Pf \f\Pwdp
D/á/(A-)>X}

for each X > 0 and for every f in Lp(wdp).

Jx
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(d) The sequences [D§kf)
and {73|0/}
converge in Lp(gpwdp)
for every
measurable function in Lp(wdp).
If g satisfies (2.25), p = 1 and w g Lx(dp), then (a), (c), and (d) are equivalent to

(e) and (f):
(e) There exist a constant C > 0 such that

i

gwdp^CX~xf |/|H>¿fyi

J{x<=X:Jt%f(x)>\)

}X

for each X > 0 and for every measurable function f.
(f) There exists a constant C > 0 suc/î that

sup f |Df,t/|gwi//i< C/" l/M/i

k>o Jx

Jx

for every measurable function f.

(5.7) Note. As in (5.5) and (5.6), theorems in §§2-4 can be written for the
maximal operator Jt
and the averages Drgk. It is also possible to establish the
theorems of this paper for the general averages

(5.8)

£ ifh)(T'x)
i = -r

£ giT'x)
\_i = -r

where h and g are positive and measurable functions. For this, it suffices to observe
that the averages in (5.8) are Tgk(g~xß) and keep in mind that / G Lp(wdp) if and
only if g-'/T; g LP(gph-pwdp).
Finally, we shall establish the results when g(x) = 1 and p(X) < oo.
(5.9) Corollary.
Let (X,!F,p)
be a finite measure space and T an invertible
measure preserving transformation from X into itself. Let w: X -* R be a positive and
measurable function.

If I <p

< oo, then the following are equivalent:

(a) The sequences Tokf(x)=(k+\yxY.k=0f(T'x)
(A; + l)_1Ef_0/(7""'x) converge a.e. for every f G Lp(wdp).
(b) The sequence (2k + l)_1Ef__*/(T'x)
(c) supr k>0(r

and

Tkof(x)

isa.e. convergent for every fg

+ k + ly^^.rW-i/P^'x)

=

Lp(wdp).

< oo a.e.

If p = 1, (a) and (b) are equivalent to
(d)sup_00<I<00w-1(r'x)

< oo a.e.

Proof of Corollary
(5.9). Let 1 < p < oo. By Theorem (5.1), (a) and (c) are
equivalent. It is easy to see that (a) implies (b). On the other hand, it follows from

(b)that
k

sup(2A; + l)"1 £
k>0

|/|(T'x)<oo

a.e. for every/ G Lp(wdp).

¡ = -k

Then
k

sup (r+

k + l)"1 £

r.k^O

for each / G Lp(wdp).

|/|(r'x)

< oo a.e.

i = -r

Now, we get (c) by Theorem (5.1).

If p = 1 the proof is similar.
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(5.10) Corollary.
Let (X,!W,p) be a finite measure space and T an invertible
measure preserving transformation from X into itself. Let w: X -* R be a positive and
measurable function. If I < p < oo, then the following are equivalent:
(a) The sequences {T0kf) and {Tk0f} converge in Lp(wdp) for every f g
LP(wdp).

(b) The sequence Tk kf(x) = (2k + l)~1Ef=„A:/(7"'x) is convergent in Lp(wdp)
for every f G Lp(wdp).
(c) w satisfies A'AT, p).
If p = 1 andw G Lx(dp), then (a)-(c) are also equivalent.

Proof of Corollary
(5.10). Let 1 < p < oo. Statements (a) and (c) are equivalent by Theorem (5.4). It is easy to see that (a) implies (b). Let us assume (b). Then
operators Tk k are uniformly bounded in Lp(wdp). Now (c) follows from Theorem

(2.26).
If p = 1 the proof is similar.
(5.11) Note. Corollary (5.10) is true even if p(X)= oo (it follows from VIII.5.4
and VIII.5.5 in [4]; the case p > 1 can be found in [7]). However, if p = 1,
p(X) = oo and w £ Lx(dp) is false. In order to observe this, let X = Z, J*" the
power set of Z, p the counting measure, T(i) = i + 1 and w(i) = 1. It is clear that w

satisfies A[(T,p) and limT0kf(x)
/ g Ll(wdp).

= limTk0f(x) = UmTk kf(x) = 0 a.e. for every

However, (a) and (b) do not hold in this example since

lim( (Tokf)wdp = limf (Tk0f)w dp = lim f (Tkkf)wdp= ( fwdp.
jx

jx

jx

jx

6. Higher dimensional results. Let (X, !F, p) be a a-finite measure space and let g
be a positive measurable function. We shall consider a group {7"': ieZ")
of
invertible measure preserving transformations from X into itself. For each cube 7 in

Z" such that 0 G 7 we define the averages Tf by

T?f(x)=\Z (fg)(T'x)\\X g(T'x) '
and the maximal operator Mg associated to these averages (for n = 1 we are in the
setting of the previous sections). Then it is natural to ask the same questions as in
the case n = 1. For example, when is it true that M is of weak type with respect to
the measures wdp and udpi It is possible to prove almost all the results if g satisfies
a "doubling condition" over cubes in Z", i.e., if there exists a constant C > 0 such
that for every nonnegative integer k

£ g(r'x)
,£Jk

< C £ g(T'x)

a.e.

i<=Ik

with Ik = [0,A:] X[0, A:]X ••• X[0,A;](« times), Jk = [-k,2k] X ••• x[-A:,2A:](n
times) and [r, h] = {jeZ:

r </ < h). So, Theorem (2.26) holds where A'p is the

following condition:
Mg(g-Xu)(x)

< C(g-Xw)(x)

sup T?k{g-xu)(x)\Tgkiw-xgy/p(x)\P/i'
k>o

l

a.e. for p = 1,
a C

J

a.e. for 1 <p < oo.
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If the pair (u,w) satisfies the Sp condition over cubes in Z", then M is of strong
type (p,p) (1 <p < oo). We do not know if the converse is true for n > 1.
However the converse holds if we are in any of the following general cases:
(a) T' is ergodic for every ; # 0 such that the greatest common divisor of [ih =£ 0}
is equal to 1, where /' = (ij, i2,..., /'„).
(b) (X, &,p) is the product space of (Xp&j,pj),
j = \,...,n,
and T'x =
(r/'jcj,...,
Tj"x„) where j = (/,,...,/„),
x = (xx, ...,x„) and 7}: A} -» A^ is an
invertible transformation that preserves the measure p .
But in all the cases and always assuming that g satisfies a "doubling condition"
we get that strong and weak type (p, p) (1 < p < oo) are equivalent if u = w. The
keys of these results are transference arguments and an «-dimensional lemma that

plays the role of (2.10) which is obtained from (2.9).
Final remark. Using the ideas of [3] and assuming that g satisfies a "doubling
condition" it can be proved that a positive function w is in A'p(g, T, p) if and only if
there exist w0 and w, satisfying A[(g, T, p) and such that w = gp~1w0w\~p (the case
n = 1 and g(x) = 1 can be found in [7]). For n = 1, this factorization holds even if
g does not satisfy a "doubling condition".
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